
WHY VOIDFORM?
 
Where you need it, when you need it - Projects throughout 
Canada are serviced through our Winnipeg location. Five 
additional locations provide national coverage in the U.S.

Broad range of solutions - Corrugated paper carton void 
products, plastic void products, and non-corroding utility 
isolation systems protect walls, slabs, and below-grade utilities.

Large experienced service team - From product education 
to take-off services to on-site assistance, our team provides 
customer support from start to finish. 

Every project type, every soil condition - VoidForm products 
have been installed on all types of commercial, industrial, 
municipal, and residential projects.

VoidForm’s products protect concrete structures and 
below-grade utilities from the damaging effects of 
expansive, seismic, or corrosive soils.
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PROTECT YOUR  
PROJECT™

It’s time to specify the void 
systems trusted by more 
architects, engineers, and 
contractors. 

855.888.VOID (8643) CAN
888.803.VOID (8643) U.S.
connect@voidform.com

voidform.com



Carton Void Systems
CaraCor™* and Surevoid® provide 
uniform support for concrete 
and other loads applied during 
placement but degrade over time 
with the absorption of moisture, 
making them non-structural. The 
resulting void space allows the soil 
to expand without transferring 
damaging uplift pressure into the 
structure above.

*CaraCor made in Canada only

CaraCor and SureVoid Applications:
Slabs - SlabVoid® and SureRound 

PierVoid®

Beams and Walls - WallVoid®/
TrenchVoid®, SureLedge™, and 
Vertical SeparatorVoid™

Knock Down Systems
BeamVoid® and FloorVoid® are 
available as knock -down (KD) for 
cost-effective shipping throughout 
Canada and easy on-site assembly.

Knock-down product components 
are held together by their unique, 
slotted design instead of glue and/
or staples. Their structural strength 
is weakened through the absorption 
of moisture as the concrete sets.

Like other VoidForm carton void 
products, the interior is composed 
of a biodegradable, cellular network 
surrounded by a wax-coated 
exterior cover.

Knock Down Applications:
Slabs - FloorVoid
Beams and Walls - BeamVoid

Weatherproof Products
StormVoid® is made from flexible, 
waterproof interior supports that 
bend before uplift pressure from 
heaving soils apply damaging stress 
to the concrete structure above. The 
network is retained by a corrugated 
paper cover and will uniformly 
support fresh concrete loads, even 
if submerged in standing water.

BackFill Retainer™ is a soil retainer 
that permanently prevents backfill 
soils from causing lateral pressure 
on installed void products or from 
migrating into a newly created void 
space. It is made from high-impact 
polypropylene copolymer (PPC).

StormVoid Applications:
Under concrete slabs, walls and 
grade beams. Around drilled piers 
below pier caps. Between concrete 
structures as vertical separators.

Canadian Product Overview

Have Questions? 855.888.VOID (8643) • connect@voidform.com • voidform.com
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